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The detection of disbonds in riveted lap joints is of increasing 
interest to the aerospace community. For some cases a disbonded lapjoint 
gives rise to cracks at the rivets due to stress concentrations in the 
aluminum skin when the lapjoints are loaded. When a number of these 
cracks exist they have been known to suddenly link up and cause sudden 
failure of the part. Thermographic detection of these disbonds has 
advantages over other methods in that it is a noncontacting, quantitative 
method which can inspect large areas in a short period of time. By even 
application of heat to the outer surface of the lap joint, details of the 
inner structure become thermographically detectable. A disband between 
layers of a laminated structure will prevent heat from penetrating from 
the surface layer to the subsurface layers and will result in an increase 
in surface temperature over the disbond. 
Analytical and numerical simulations of a thermographic technique are 
useful for investigating the limits of the technique and helping to 
optimize the technique [1]. For this case, the simulations can yield an 
optimum heating time which can be utilized as a guideline for 
experimental procedures. The simulations can also be used for a cost 
effective determination of the shapes and sizes of disbands which would 
be detectable with a given technique. Finally, different data analysis 
techniques can be compared with controlled conditions and variations in a 
manner which is often difficult to reproduce in the laboratory. For this 
study a two dimensional model was used to investigate some of these 
parameters, and results were compared to experimental results. 
A two dimensional time dependent finite element heat transfer 
algorithm developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is used to 
solve for the time dependence of the temperature of the structure [2]. 
The algorithm is unconditionally stable and implicit. To generate the 
grid appropriate for a finite element SOlution, an algorithm was 
developed using a hyperbolic sine transformation equation [3]. The 
transformation equation is used to refine the grid about the disbond, 
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where the temperature gradients will be largest, and smoothly increase 
the spacing away from the disbond. 
MODEL GEOMETRY 
A typical lap joint is represented below in Fig. 1. The sample 
consists of two thin sheets of aluminum bonded together, backed by a 
stiffening stringer. All three layers are then riveted together. For 
the region of overlap, the heat capacity is twice the heat capacity of 
the region where there is only one layer of aluminum (neglecting the heat 
capacity of the epoxy, which is 4% of bonded structure). For the region 
over the stringer, the heat capacity is approximately three times that of 
the single thickness. If a disbond is present between the two sheets of 
aluminum, a thermal contrast due to the disbond must be differentiated 
from the contrast due to the variations in heat capacity across the 
sample. 
The boundary conditions were fixed to correspond to the experimental 
procedures. The measurement system consists of two quartz heat lamps, an 
IR imager, and an image processor. The imager, lamps, and image 
processor are synchronized by a computer. The quartz heat lamps produce 
a flux heat input into the samples. Images are recorded during heating 
and cooling. 
Based on this experimental procedure, the boundary conditions for the 
finite element model are set to correspond to a pulse flux heating and 
free convection cooling of the front surface with no heat flow across the 
back surface, to simulate an insulated back surface. The amplitude of 
the flux heating was set to 695 W/m2, an experimentally determined value 
for a typical configuration. The adherents of the lap joint were assumed 
to be 0.1016 cm thick (40 mils) and given the thermal properties 
corresponding to aluminum which has a thermal conductivity of 200 W/moC, 
specific heat of 0.837 KJ/KgOC and density of 2790 Kg/m3 . Since the 
adhesive is thin and achieves a through the thickness equilibrium in a 
time which is short relative to the time of interest, it was modeled as a 
thermal contact resistance between the two adherents. The adhesive was 
STRINGER 
Fig. 1. Physical geometry to be modelled. The lapjoint consists of two 
sheets of aluminum bonded by an adherent, all rive·ted to a 
supporting stringer. 
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Fig. 2. Two dimensional model geometry without stringer. 
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assumed to be 0.015 cm thick and to have the thermal conductivity which 
is characteristic of thermoset epoxies of 2.09 W/moC. Since only changes 
in temperature are of interest, an initial condition of OoC is set 
everywhere within the model. 
An iterative grid analysis determined the optimum grid density beyond 
which errors were introduced due to large aspect ratios of the elements. 
To simplify the simulation for an initial analysis, the sample is first 
modeled without the stringer. The model configuration is shown below in 
Fig. 2. Since the stringer adds heat capacity, any contrast due to a 
disbond in simulations without the stringer would be increased with the 
addition of the stringer. 
BONDED DISBaNDED 
Fig. 3. Image of time derivative of temperature at the end of the 
heating pulse. 
RESULTS 
Simulations varying heating time and magnitude of both the flux 
heating input and the free convection cooling components indicate that it 
is very difficult to detect a partial disbond in an unprocessed thermal 
image. Minor variations in images with and without a disbond are seen; 
the spreading of the temperature profile is more pronounced in the 
disbonded case where the heat flow has been inhibited at the disbond, the 
edges of the overlap region are not clearly defined, and the extent of 
the disbond is not discernible. However, in an image of the time 
derivative of the temperature at the end of the heating pulse (Fig. 3), 
the disbond is clearly visible, and the edges of the aluminum sheets are 
well defined. Fig. 4 shows that the slope of the thermal time history 
for a point over a bonded region is positive at the end of the heating 
pulse, whereas the slope over a region of single thickness of aluminum is 
negative. The derivative of the temperature with respect to time 
therefore enhances the differences in the thermal response over various 
regions of the sample. This technique is discussed in more detail in 
Winfree, et al [4). 
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Samples were fabricated with known defects (without the stringer) for 
comparison to the simulations. A pull tab was placed between the two 
layers to prevent bonding, then removed after the epoxy surrounding the 
pull tab had cured. The sample has three disbonds: 2.5 cm x 5 cm, 5 cm x 
5 cm and 7.5 cm x 5 cm (varying in width, constant in depth). Fig. 5 
illustrates the sample configuration for both the simulation and 
experimental measurements. Note that a two dimensional simulation is 
equivalent to a sample with a long thin disbond. 
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Fig. 4. Temperature vs Time for points over two regions of lapjoint. 
Gaussian noise was added to the simulation results for comparison to 
experimental results. A comparison of experiment and model time 
derivative images is shown in Fig. 6. These images indicate a good 
qualitative comparison. The area of higher intensity at the edge of the 
top sheet of aluminum is due to heat flow into the unbonded portion of 
the lower adherent. If the heat is applied and the measurement taken on 
the opposite face, both experiment and simulation results do not show 
this phenomenon. 
Fig. 6 also shows a comparison of a line of data across each image. 
For the experimental case, ten lines of data over the largest disbond are 
averaged together. The simulation data compares very well with the 
experimental data. 
Results including the stringer show the increased contrast over the 
disbond which was expected. All boundary and initial conditions are the 
same as in the case without the stringer. Time derivative images are 
shown in Fig. 7. 
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SIMULATION GEOMETRY EXPERIMENT AL GEOMETRY 
Fig. 5. Sample configurations for comparison of simulation to 
experimental results. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison to experimental results. 
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Fig. 7. Time derivative images of model with stringer. 
TO determine the resolvability limits of the technique, several 
simulations were run with decreasing disbond sizes down to 1 cm (Fig. 8). 
While the 1 cm disbond appears visible in the time derivative image, the 
addition of gaussian noise to the temperature distribution makes 
detection of a 1 cm disbond difficult. A more quantitative definition of 
contrast is applied to determine resolvability and discriminate between 
data reduction techniques by plotting the histograms of the images. Fig. 
9 represents the histogram of an image taken from simulation data 2.4 
seconds after the beginning of heating. The peaks that represent the 
temperature for a bonded region (lowest temperature), a disbonded region 
(middle), and a region of single thickness aluminum (highest 
temperature), are clearly separated. By an analysis of the histograms of 
the data, a quantitative measure of contrast enhancement due to different 
heating times or data reduction techniques is assessed for the 
experimental data [4). The optimum heating time determined from 
simulation data and confirmed with the experimental data is approximately 
24 sec of heating. 
BONDED 1.0 CM DISBOND 3.0 CM DISBOND 
Fig. 8. Time derivative images of simulation results for samples with 
various disbond sizes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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Fig. 9. Histogram of simulation data. 
By first examining data reduction techniques on simulation data, the 
contrast enhancement of a given technique can be evaluated without 
concerns over experimental error. For this geometry and heating 
protocol, the computational simulations have shown that the time 
derivative technique clearly delineates the substructure of lap joint 
geometries. The agreement between simulation and experimental data 
demonstrates a good understanding of the thermal response of this type of 
geometry. Finally, the histograms of the front surface images 
quantitatively measures the contrast enhancement for various inspection 
and data reduction techniques. 
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